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WEIGHT::bike size preference importance::?

CONTEXT<>DO NOT KNOW::bike size preference::?

CONTEXT>=1.0::bike size preference importance::?

CRIT::bike size preference::?

big engine bikes::OWA
=BIG BIKE::big bikes::ISa

heavy bikes::Q
bikes that match bike size preference::SWI

small bikes::IS=NOT SMALL BIKE::not small bikes::CMPL

not big bikes::CMPL
=MEDIUM SIZE BIKE::medium size bikes::ISa

not small bikes::CMPL

big bikes::ISa*=NOT BIG BIKE::not big bikes::CMPL
1::bikes that match general preferences::OWA

light bikes::CMPL*
=SMALL BIKE::small bikes::IS

small engine bikes::CMPL*

WEIGHT::price preference importance::?

CONTEXT<>NO PRICE RANGE::price range type::?

PAR::lower price limit::?bikes that match price preference

PAR::upper price limit::?

suitably priced bikes::Q

WEIGHT::high speed importance::?fast bikes::Q

WEIGHT::fuel efficiency importance::?fuel efficient bikes::Q

WEIGHT::value for money importance::?good value for money bikes::Q

CONTEXT=YES::brand preferences::?suitable bikes::OWA

PAR::bike brand::Qbikes that meet brand preferences

bike brand preference::?
0.75::bikes that meet origin preferences::ISa

CONTEXT=YES::country of origin preferences::?

PAR::country of origin::Qbikes that meet country of origin preferences

bike origin preference::?

CONTEXT=YES::passenger capacity requirements::?

two riders bikes type::ISa2::bikes that match passenger capacity requirement::MAP
two riders bikes::ISa

two riders capacity bikes::Q

bikes that match road type requirement::SWI

WEIGHT::sportsbike preference importance::?

CONTEXT=YES::sportsbike preference::?*

bikes that match sportsbike preference::SWI CRIT::touring requirement::?

=YES::sports tourer bikes::Q1::bikes that meet type related preferences::OWA

default::sportsbikes::Q

WEIGHT::touring requirement importance::?

CONTEXT=YES::touring requirement::?

bikes that match touring requirement::MAP 1::long tank range bike::Q

small bikes::IS*2::not small bikes::CMPLtouring bike::OWA

2::powerful bikes::Q

1::bikes that meet transmission - type preference::SWI

CONTEXT<>DO NOT KNOW::bike size preference::?WEIGHT::bike size preference importance::?

CONTEXT<>DO NOT KNOW::bike size preference::?CONTEXT>=1.0::bike size preference importance::?

1.25::big engine volume bikes::Q

CRIT::four - stroke engine bikes::Q

=YES::four - stroke engine complexity::Q1::complex engine bikes::SWIbig engine bikes::OWA
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=NO::two - stroke engine complexity::Q

2::powerful bikes::Q

heavy bikes::Qlight bikes::CMPL
small bikes::IS

big engine bikes::OWA*small engine bikes::CMPL

big engine bikes::OWA*
big bikes::ISanot big bikes::CMPL

heavy bikes::Q

small bikes::IS*not small bikes::CMPL

CONTEXT<>NO PRICE RANGE::price range type::?WEIGHT::price preference importance::?

not small bikes::CMPL*

powerful bikes::Qtwo riders bikes type::ISa

two riders type bikes::Q

CONTEXT<>DO NOT KNOW::road type requirement::?WEIGHT::road type requirement importance::?

not big bikes::CMPL*
=UNSURFACED ROADS::bad roads type bike::ISa

good roads only type bikes::Qnot good roads only type bikes::CMPL

WEIGHT::road type requirement importance::?

CRIT::road type requirement::?

=UNSURFACED ROADS::bad roads type bike::ISabikes that match road type requirement::SWI

good roads only type bikes::Q=SURFACED LOW - QUALITY ROADS::not good roads only type bikes::CMPL

good roads only type bikes::Q=DO NOT KNOW::not good roads only type bikes::CMPL

CONTEXT=GOOD SURFACED ROADS ONLY::road type requirement::?
CONTEXT=YES::sportsbike preference::?WEIGHT::sportsbike preference importance::?

CONTEXT>=2.0::high speed importance::?

CONTEXT<>DO NOT KNOW::road type requirement::?

CONTEXT<>GOOD SURFACED ROADS ONLY::road type requirement::?WEIGHT::touring requirement importance::?

CONTEXT=YES::touring requirement::?

CONTEXT<>DO NOT KNOW::transmission - type preference::?

CONTEXT<>NO PREFERENCE::transmission - type preference::?

CRIT::transmission - type preference::?
1::bikes that meet transmission - type preference::SWI

=belt::belt - driven bikes::Q

=chain::chain - driven bikes::Q

=shaft::shaft - driven bikes::Q


